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Abstract: Encryption of personal data is widely regarded as a privacy preserving technology which could potentially play a key role for the compliance of innovative IT technology within the European data protection law framework. Therefore, in this paper, we examine the new EU General Data Protection Regulation’s relevant provisions regarding encryption – such as those for anonymisation and pseudonymisation – and assess whether encryption can serve as an anonymisation technique, which can lead to the non-applicability of the GDPR. However, the provisions of the GDPR regarding the material scope of the Regulation still leave space for legal uncertainty when determining whether a data subject is identifiable or not. Therefore, we inter alia assess the Opinion of the Advocate General of the European Court of Justice (ECJ) regarding a preliminary ruling on the interpretation of the dispute concerning whether a dynamic IP address can be considered as personal data, which may put an end to the dispute whether an absolute or a relative approach has to be used for the assessment of the identifiability of data subjects. Furthermore, we outline the issue of whether the anonymisation process itself constitutes a further processing of personal data which needs to have a legal basis in the GDPR. Finally, we give an overview of relevant encryption techniques and examine their impact upon the GDPR’s material scope.
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A. Introduction

1 Seventeen years ago, Lawrence Lessig wrote that “encryption technologies are the most important technological breakthrough in the last one thousand years”.

2 Encrypting personal data is becoming increasingly important for many business models in a data-driven economy and for preserving data subjects’ privacy with regard to today’s monitoring and profiling possibilities – both of government institutions and of high-tech companies. Be it for the processing of sensitive health data, for the Internet of Things or for connected cars, for the privacy preserving use of Big Data or cloud computing technologies, encryption can be a key to protect an individual’s privacy and

---

1 Lessig, Code and Other Laws of Cyberspace, 1999, p. 35.

2 See e.g. the PRACTICE project, funded by the EU-FP7-programme, which aims to build a secure cloud framework that allows for the realization of advanced and practical cryptographic technologies, <https://practice-project.eu/>.
can make several IT innovations possible, which would otherwise conflict with the data protection framework. For many years, the discussion about the material scope of the European Data Protection Directive⁵ (DPD) and about the exact definition of personal data and the interpretation of the term “identifiable” has been one of the “key issues”⁶ of European data protection law.⁶ Additionally, the legal effects of encrypted data for the applicability of data protection law and for the personal references of data have still not sufficiently been examined. These questions regarding personal data and encryption once again occur in the new EU General Data Protection Regulation⁶ (GDPR).

3 Encrypting personal data and deleting any personal reference from the data could also be a way to work with this information when it is transferred to third countries outside of the EU.⁶ EU standard contractual clauses or compliance to the new Privacy Shield when transferring data to the U.S. would therefore not be necessary if the data lost all of its personal reference. However, legal uncertainty concerning whether the encryption of personal data has the effect that such data loses its personal reference or not may discourage controllers to use these privacy preserving measures. Thus, in this article we will examine the legal effects of encryption in regards to the applicability of the GDPR.⁸

4 The GDPR only applies if “personal data” is processed. Thus, the notion of personal data is crucial for the application of the GDPR. Depending on how “personal data” is defined and interpreted, the effect a valid encryption of this data takes may be different. Furthermore, we will examine how encrypted data is treated in the GDPR – as anonymised or pseudonymised data – and where and how in the GDPR encryption can be used as a technical and organisational measure.⁹ With regard to some important encryption tools for the transport, storage and processing of personal data we will demonstrate the effect of encryption on the material scope of the GDPR.¹⁰

B. The General Data Protection Regulation and Encryption

5 After years of intensive negotiations, the GDPR has now been passed and will finally come into force from 25 May 2018 (see Article 99 Par. 2 GDPR) and will, according to Article 94 Par. 1 GDPR, repeal the old Directive 95/46/EC.¹¹ Due to its legal form of as a Regulation, the GDPR will be binding in its entirety and will be directly applicable in all Member States of the European Union.¹² We will examine the material scope of the GDPR and the effect of encryption on personal data.

6 The importance for controllers of knowing the exact scope of the Regulation and whether the data they process will be considered as personal data or not, e.g. due to the use of encryption, increases with the GDPR’s very broad territorial scope, especially the rules for controllers not established in the EU will be changed dramatically.¹³ According to Article 3 Par. 1 the GDPR “applies to the processing of personal data in the context of the activities of an establishment of a controller or a processor in the Union, regardless of whether the processing takes place in the Union or not”. Moreover, Par. 2 states that the Regulation applies even to the processing of personal data where the processing activities are related to the offering of goods or services or the sheer monitoring of the data subject’s behaviour as long as their behaviour takes place within the Union. “Monitoring” means inter alia the online tracking of natural persons to create profiles in order to take decisions, for analysing or predicting personal preferences, behaviours and attitudes (see Recital 24 S. 2 GDPR).¹⁴

---

⁴ See infra B.II.1.
⁵ See infra B.II.3.
⁶ See for an overview of the legislative process of the GDPR Albrecht, Computer Law Review International 2016, pp. 33 et seq.
⁸ See infra B.II.2.d.).
Thus, the GDPR’s broad territorial scope leads towards a new awareness of data controllers (also established outside the Union) regarding their processing of personal data. Therefore, technologies which minimise the use of personal data – especially encryption – and which avoid the application of the GDPR become even more important.

I. Personal Data: The Material Scope of the GDPR

As already outlined, the characteristics of personal data are crucial for the application of the GDPR. However, the GDPR does not introduce major changes to the concept of personal data in comparison to the DPD. Just like the DPD, the GDPR follows a “black/white approach”, hence the data are either personal or not, which means that if the data has a personal reference, all data protection rules apply and if not, it is outside the GDPR’s scope.15 According to Article 2 Par. 1 GDPR

“This Regulation applies to the processing of personal data wholly or partly by automated means and to the processing other than by automated means of personal data which form part of a filing system or are intended to form part of a filing system.”

Article 4 No. 1 S. 1 GDPR defines that “‘personal data’ means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person”16 (“data subject”) which is the same wording as Article 2 (a) DPD. In this regard, “any information” means virtually any information, even publicly available information; when a reference to a natural person can be made the data protection principle of the GDPR always applies regardless of the data’s content.17 However, Article 4 No. 1 S. 2 GDPR introduces a new definition of the concept of an “identifiable natural person”, which refers to a person “who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person”. Thus, the definition of an “identifiable natural person” distinguishes between identifiability on the basis of a reference to an identifier which can clearly identify a natural person, or due to special personal characteristics such as a person’s sexual preferences or medical condition.18

However, it is still highly controversial whether or not a so-called absolute or relative approach has to be applied for assessing the data controller’s abilities to identify a natural person.

1. The “Identifiable Natural Person”

Crucial to understanding the exact scope of the concept of “personal data” is how much a potential data controller has to do in order to establish a link between a natural person and the data, in other words what efforts are required to identify a person.

a.) Absolute Approach

The absolute approach takes into account all possibilities and chances in which the data controller would be able to identify the data subject individually. Thus, all ways and means for a data controller without any regard to expenses etc. are taken into account. Even theoretical chances of combining data so that the individual is identifiable are included. If identifiability is assessed absolutely, then it is sufficient for the application of personal data acts if anyone in the world is able to decrypt or decode the encrypted data.19

In terms of encryption, as long as anyone in the world is able to decrypt the data set, the operations of the controller or processor using this encrypted data are subject to data protection legislation, even if they don’t possess the key for decryption. Based on this approach data protection legislation is applicable, regardless of the applied encryption technique, as long as one entity holds the key for decoding.20

b.) Relative Approach

In contrast, the relative approach considers the necessary effort required by the data controller

15 Forgó, International Data Privacy Law 2015, p. 54 (59).
16 Like in Article 1 Par. 1 of the DPD, the material scope of the GDPR only applies to the processing of personal data of natural persons according to Article 1 Par. 1 GDPR.
18 Cf. Härting, Datenschutz-Grundverordnung, 2016, Recital 275 et seq.
19 Kuner, European Data Protection Law: Corporate Compliance and Regulation, 2nd Ed. 2007, p. 92; Pullein-Brandt, Datenschutz und Datensicherheit 2008, p. 34 (38); Nink/Pohle, Multimedia und Recht 2015, p. 563 (565), who criticize that consequently this approach would lead to the result that there would virtually be no more anonymous data.
in order to identify the data subject.\textsuperscript{21} Therefore, only realistic chances of combining data in order to identify an individual are taken into account – and not highly theoretical identification risks.\textsuperscript{22} With regards to encryption issues, data protection legislation is only applicable if the data controller is able to decrypt a certain data set\textsuperscript{23} – or, at least has reasonable chances of obtaining the decrypting key. In the case law of some courts, the trend is beginning to lean towards favouring a relative understanding.\textsuperscript{24}

c.) The GDPR’s Approach

15 The GDPR utilises a broad approach regarding the interpretation of “identifiable natural person” however, some terms can also be interpreted in a relative way. Additionally, both Article 7 and Article 8 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU (CFR) always have to be taken into account when interpreting the data subject’s rights\textsuperscript{25}

16 Recital 26 S. 3 of the GDPR states that “to determine whether a natural person is identifiable, account should be taken of all the means reasonably likely to be used, such as singling out, either by the controller or by another person to identify the natural person directly or indirectly.” On the one hand, the Recital refers to means reasonably likely to be used “by another person” which have to be taken into account, which veers towards an absolute approach, because this third person could be any person in the world.\textsuperscript{26} This is also in tune with the scope of Article 8 CFR, according to which “identifiable” has to be interpreted widely.\textsuperscript{27}

17 Moreover, stating in Article 4 No 1 S. 2 GDPR that every “identifier” shall contain personal references is another hint for a rather absolute approach of the Regulation regarding the identifiability of a natural person.\textsuperscript{28} Additionally, Recital 26 states that using means for “singling out” the natural person directly or indirectly may make this person identifiable. Thus, a data subject may now be singled out for data processing even if it is unlikely that his or her name can be tied to the data, because even this could result in harming his or her privacy.\textsuperscript{29}

18 On the other hand, the term “means reasonably likely to be used” suggests limitations through relative elements, in particular the notion of “reasonably”.\textsuperscript{30} Additionally, if a zero risk threshold would be applied for any potential data user, no existing technique could achieve the required level of anonymisation.\textsuperscript{31} Moreover, according to the Article 29 Data Protection Working Party (interpreting the Data Protection Directive), “a mere hypothetical possibility to single out the individual is not enough to consider the person as ‘identifiable’”.\textsuperscript{32}

19 Recital 26 GDPR continues by stating objective factors which shall be relevant for the interpretation of the means used to identify a natural person:

“To ascertain whether means are reasonably likely to be used to identify the natural person, account should be taken of all objective factors, such as the costs of and the amount of time required for identification, taking into consideration the available technology at the time of the processing and technological developments.”

20 These factors illustrate a further attempt to limit the broad absolute elements of the GDPR’s material approach to identifiability”; Polonetsky/Tene/Finch, Santa Clara Law Review, (Forthcoming) 2016, p. 593 (614).


22 Esayas (supra Note 7), p. 6.


25 Cf. Vedsted-Hansen, in: Peers/Hervey/Kenner/Ward (eds.) (supra Note 17), Art 7, Recital 07.72A.


30 Cf. Esayas (supra Note 7), p. 6; Hürting (supra Note 18), Recital 282.

31 Esayas (supra Note 7), p. 6; regarding “anonymisation of personal data in the GDPR” see infra B.II.2.d.)

32 Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, WP 136 (supra Note 5), p. 15; Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, WP 216 (supra Note 5), pp. 8 et seq.
In October 2014, the German Federal Court of Justice (BGH) requested the European Court of Justice (ECJ) for a preliminary ruling on the interpretation of the dispute regarding whether a dynamic IP address can be considered as personal data, in particular if the relevant additional information is held by a third party, such as an internet service provider. The ECJ will most likely resolve the dispute between an absolute or relative approach regarding dynamic IP-addresses by interpreting Article 2 (a) DPD and especially recital 26 of the DPD. Since Article 2 (a) DPD and Article 4 No. 1 GDPR are very similar, the ECJ’s decision will certainly also have a major influence on the general interpretation of defining “identifiability” in the GDPR.

On 12 May 2016 the Advocate General (AG), Campos Sánchez-Bordona published his opinion regarding this case, however, whilst the ECJ is not bound to follow his opinion, it often does so.

In his opinion, the AG contradicts an interpretation of “means likely reasonably to be used... by any other person” in such a way that it would be sufficient that any third party might obtain additional data in order to identify a person, since this “overly strict interpretation would lead, in practice, to the classification as personal data of all kinds of information, no matter how insufficient it is in itself to facilitate the identification of a user”. Moreover, the AG emphasises that otherwise “it would never be possible to rule out, with absolute certainty, the possibility that there is no third party in possession of additional data which may be combined with that information”. This can be interpreted as a tendency of the AG towards a relative approach. Furthermore, according to the AG, “(j)ust as recital 26 refers not to any means which may be used by the controller (...), but only to those that it is likely ‘reasonably’ to use, the legislature must also be understood as referring to ‘third parties’ who, also in a reasonable manner, may be approached by a controller seeking to obtain additional data for the purpose of identification”.

The AG concludes that contacting third parties shall not be reasonable when it is “very costly in human and economic terms, or practically impossible or prohibited by law”. Otherwise, distinguishing between the different means would be nearly impossible, since it would always be possible to imagine the hypothetical contingency of a third party who could — now or in the future — have additional relevant data to assist in the identification of a data subject.

Although the AG states that in the future advances in technical means will “significantly facilitate access to increasingly sophisticated instruments for collecting and processing data” and thus, the safeguards put in place in defence of privacy are justified, this shall not result in a failure to take account of “the means likely reasonably to be used” by certain third parties. Consequently, the AG’s opinion includes several relative elements which clearly advocate against an absolute approach that would lead to an indefinite scope of the GDPR.

Nevertheless, according to the AG, it would be sufficient to obtain information “reasonably” if the legal possibility of retaining and transferring it to others exists. The possibility that the data may be transferred shall itself transform the dynamic IP address into personal data for the provider of services on the Internet. The reasonable means of access shall be lawful means, therefore, “the legally relevant means of access are reduced significantly, mostly by the legal possibilities of retaining and transferring the data”.

---

33 Spindler, Der Betrieb 2016, pp. 937 et seq.
34 Härting (supra Note 18), Recital 284; Zuiderveld Borgesius (supra Note 26), p. 256 (262).
35 ECJ, Case C-582/14 – Patrick Breyer v Bundesrepublik Deutschland.
36 German Federal Court of Justice (BGH), decision of 28 October 2014 – VI ZR 135/13.
37 German Federal Court of Justice, (supra Note 36), Recitals 27, 29 et seq.
38 Härting, Der IT-Rechts-Berater 2016, pp. 36 et seq.; Keppeler, Computer und Recht 2016, p. 360 (364).
39 Opinion of Advocate General Campos Sánchez-Bordona, delivered on 12 May 2016, Case C-582/14 – Patrick Breyer v Bundesrepublik Deutschland.
40 Opinion of the Advocate General (supra Note 39), Recital 64.
41 Opinion of the Advocate General (supra Note 39), Recital 65.
42 Opinion of the Advocate General (supra Note 39), Recital 65.
43 Opinion of the Advocate General (supra Note 39), Recital 68 (emphasis added).
44 Opinion of the Advocate General (supra Note 39), Recital 68; see also in favour of an “unreasonableness” of using illegal means Spindler/Nink in: Spindler/Schuster (eds.), Recht der elektronischen Medien, 3rd Ed. 2015, § 11 TMG Recital 8; Brisch/Pieper, Computer und Recht 2015, p. 724 (728), who argue that the wording of „reason“ is not compatible with the use of illegal means, but who are, however, against a strict classification of illegal means as unreasonable and thus recommend a consideration of each individual case.
45 Cf. Opinion of the Advocate General (supra Note 39), Recital 68.
46 Opinion of the Advocate General (supra Note 39), Recital 66 et seq.
47 Opinion of the Advocate General (supra Note 39), Recital 72, who additionally names this possibility “perfectly reasonable”; cf. regarding the classification of dynamic IP addresses as personal data for access providers judged by the EJC, Case C-70/10, judgement of 24 November 2011 – Scarlet Extended SA v Sabam, Recital 51, which states that “[I]t is protected personal data because they allow those users to be precisely identified”.

---
since they must be exclusively lawful", however, according to the AG it shall not matter how restrictive they may be in their practical application for constituting "reasonable means".48 Allowing even the possibility of obtaining the data is a significant limitation of the above mentioned relative elements of the AG’s interpretation and widens the material scope of the DPD and, consequently, also that of the GDPR significantly.

25 A further broadening of the scope and an orientation towards an absolute interpretation of identifiable can be found in the GA’s statement that alone the sheer potential possibility of identification shall be sufficient and not that the dynamic IP address only becomes personal data when the Internet service provider receives it.49 Hence, the AG’s opinion can be interpreted as a vote for a rather absolute approach, which would lead to an even wider scope of the GDPR.

26 However, extending the scope of the Regulation too widely could lead to burdening regulations for data-processing entities which would be incommensurate with the actual risks to the privacy of the data subjects51 and would thus not be compatible with the purpose of data protection law.52 Because if the ECJ followed this broad – and nearly absolute – approach of the AG, virtually all data would have to be considered as personal data, which would, in the end, weaken the data protection framework and could make it unworkable53, for instance because of an increase of informed consents and legal permissions to process the data.54 If all data should be treated as personally identifiable and subjected to the GDPR, this could result in creating “perverse incentives” for controllers to abandon anonymisation and therefore increase, rather than relieve, privacy risks.55 Thus, the very opposite of the protective intention would occur. Hence, we still hope that the ECJ will not follow the lines of argumentation of the AG.

2. Non Personal Data

27 Data which does not have any personal references, for instance sheer machine data or so-called attribute data, does not fall under the material scope of the GDPR. Sensors that collect data for applications, e.g., made for climate analysis or the monitoring of industrial complexes do not process personal data at any stage.56

28 However, this attribute data can still turn into personal data when related to a natural person, for instance in the case of a worker’s shift or when being linked with other information in a Big Data scenario.57 Data from the Internet of Things, e.g., from cars, machines (“Industry 4.0”), smart homes or household applications will in many cases be connected to natural persons and thus be considered as personal data.58 Moreover, the huge amounts of data can be used in connection with technologies like radio frequency identification tags (“RFID-tags”) or monitoring and personal profiling so that identification might be easier than before.59 How easy a re-identification is was demonstrated by a study carried out by computer science professor Latanya Sweeney which showed that the combination of a postal code, date of birth, and gender, is sufficient to identify 87% of individuals in the U.S., despite the fact that such data that are usually considered to be non personal data.60

---

48 Cf. supra Note 44.
49 Opinion of the Advocate General (supra Note 39), Recital 73.
50 Opinion of the Advocate General (supra Note 39), Recital 77: “(...) their potential as a means of identifying — by themselves or together with other data — a natural person”; cf. Keppler ( supra Note 38), p. 360 (362).
52 Cf. Recital 4 5 2 GDPR: “The right to the protection of personal data is not an absolute right; it must be considered in relation to its function in society and be balanced against other fundamental rights, in accordance with the principle of proportionality”.
54 Keppler ( supra Note 38), p. 360 (364), who points out the practical problem that an increase of informed consents could mean that the text of the consents will be read even less by the data subjects and that a consent can be withdrawn by the data subject at any time, Article 7 Par. 3 GDPR.
55 Cf. Tene/Polonetsky ( supra Note 53), p. 63 (66).
59 Härting ( supra Note 18), Recital 268.
Recital 30 of the GDPR now explicitly states that:

“(n)atural persons may be associated with online identifiers provided by their devices, applications, tools and protocols, such as internet protocol addresses, cookie identifiers or other identifiers such as radio frequency identification tags. This may leave traces which, in particular when combined with unique identifiers and other information received by the servers, may be used to create profiles of the natural persons and identify them.”

Thus, a lot of the data which originally was attribute data, e.g. produced by Internet of Things technologies, will become personal data due to the association of online identifiers with natural persons. Data of machines connected to the internet and operated by factory workers, of customers being tracked by RFID-tags, smart grid data, or of devices in smart homes or connected household appliances (e.g. toothbrushes, fridges, watches or TVs) will therefore be considered as personal data. Additionally, natural persons can often be identified or be identifiable by “singling out” their data. Thus, because of the broad material scope of the GDPR and of Big Data technologies, there are fewer and fewer possibilities to process data without a personal reference, in particular in the Internet of Things era.

3. Conclusion

The GDPR’s material scope contains several parts which can be interpreted as relative approaches regarding the identifiability of natural persons, most prominently with the duty to include means only, if they are “reasonably likely to be used”. Moreover, according to the AG, illegal means shall not be considered. Nevertheless, several other terms indicate a rather absolute approach of the GDPR, be it the wide scope of the online identifiers, the incorporation of “singling out” or that information obtained by a third person shall be sufficient to make the data personal for a controller. If the AG’s opinion that the mere possibility of retaining and transferring the data to others is sufficient for a personal reference of data will prevail, the GDPR’s material scope will have to be interpreted widely, using a mix of relative and absolute elements – an approach which could turn out to be a pyrrhic victory.

II. Encrypted Data and the GDPR

Encrypting personal data is a data security technique which has the effect of rendering data unintelligible to any person who is not authorised to access it due to encoding the information into a mutilated state, so that only parties with access to a decoding mechanism and a secret decryption key can access the information. Encryption of data seems to be one of the promising solutions in order to ensure privacy particularly in cloud computing environments. When a controller encrypts the data before uploading it to a cloud, the data is regarded as personal data for the controller who holds the decryption key and the controller thus remains accountable for the data. As encrypted personal data makes sure that no unauthorized person is able to use the sensitive data, only the original data controller is able to identify the persons related to data stored in the cloud – and not the cloud operator nor third persons. Hence, encryption may serve as a tool to safeguard data protection. Furthermore, when processing is carried out on behalf of the controller, such as in a cloud computing scenario, the GDPR introduces several new obligations to comply with – especially for processors and not only for controllers. Encrypting personal data can thus be a useful way to avoid these obligations for the processor.

In the cases where third parties are able to decrypt the data but the controller cannot, the question whether the GDPR shall be applicable for this controller is a point of controversy. Moreover, if decryption has been achieved only by the use of illegal means, the controller who has not used those means shall not be subjected to the GDPR.

In this section, we examine the provisions of the GDPR regarding encryption, anonymous and pseudonymous data in order to be able to assess the effect of encrypted personal data on the material scope of the Regulation.

---


64 Regarding singling out people without knowing their names (for targeting) see Zuidervan Borgesius (supra Note 26) pp. 256 et seq. and supra B.II.1.c.).


66 Hon/Kosta/Millard/Stefanatou (supra Note 29), p. 10.

67 See infra B.II.2.d.).

68 Cf. the Opinion of the Advocate General, supra Note 44.
1. Encryption in the GDPR

Unlike the proposal of the Parliament⁶⁹, the final version of the GDPR does not provide a further definition of encrypted data, but mentions encryption in several provisions as a compliance requirement. According to Article 32 Par. 1 (a) GDPR, encryption is regarded as an appropriate technical and organisational measure to ensure the security of processing. It is apparent that this does not deal with the applicability of the GDPR, but rather with the protection of personal data.⁷⁰

Moreover, in case of a data breach, the controller is not required to communicate to the data subject if he or she has implemented encryption as a technical and organisational protection measure (Article 34 Par. 3 (a) GDPR).

Additionally, it is one of the “appropriate safeguards” of Article 6 Par. 4 (e) GDPR, which have to be taken into account when assessing the compatibility of a processing for a purpose other than that for which the personal data have been collected. Finally, depending on the classification of encryption as pseudonymisation or not⁷¹, the provisions of the GDPR regarding pseudonymous data⁷² may be applicable for encrypted data, too.

2. Is Encrypted Data Anonymised or Pseudonymised?

Since the GDPR does not define “encrypted data”, we have to examine if encryption is a technique which anonymises or just pseudonymises personal data. In this regard, again the dispute regarding the material scope of the Regulation, as described above, plays an important role. To assess whether encrypted data has to be treated as anonymised or pseudonymised data, we first have to provide an overview of the GDPR’s provisions regarding these privacy preserving techniques.

3. “Anonymous Information” in the GDPR

Although technologies to anonymise personal data are considered to be of high value to protect the fundamental privacy rights of the data subjects, the GDPR does not provide a specific article to regulate “anonymous information” in the Regulation, it is only mentioned in one Recital. According to Recital 28 S. 4 and 5 GDPR the:

“principles of data protection should (...) not apply to anonymous information, namely information which does not relate to an identified or identifiable natural person or to personal data rendered anonymous in such a manner that the data subject is not or no longer identifiable. This Regulation does not therefore concern the processing of such anonymous information, including for statistical or research purposes.”

Thus, the GDPR is not applicable to anonymous data. To examine whether data can be considered as anonymous; once again the problem of the identifiability of data subjects arises.⁷³ In this regard, the possibility to anonymise personal data in the GDPR can be seen as another hint in favour of a relative approach, because given the possibilities to re-identify and combine data (Big Data), anonymous information could not be established when following a pure absolute approach.⁷⁴ However, to determine whether encrypted data may be considered as anonymous data, we will first take a look at the GDPR’s provisions regarding pseudonymisation.

b.) “Pseudonymisation” and “Pseudonymous Data” in the GDPR

Unlike in the DPD, the GDPR includes a definition of “pseudonymisation”. According to Article 4 No. 5 GDPR, pseudonymisation:

“means the processing of personal data in such a manner that the personal data can no longer be attributed to a specific data subject without the use of additional information, provided that such additional information is kept separately and is subject to technical and organisational measures to ensure that the personal data are not attributed to an identified or identifiable natural person”.

Moreover, “(t)he application of pseudonymisation to personal data can reduce the risks to the data subjects concerned and help controllers and processors to meet their data-protection obligations” (Recital 28 S. 1 GDPR). Furthermore, Recital 28 S. 2 GDPR emphasises that the explicit introduction of “pseudonymisation” does not intend to preclude any other measures of data protection. Thus, the connection between a

---

⁶⁹ Article 4 No. 2b of the proposal of the European Parliament for a GDPR (LIBE proposal) defines encrypted data as “personal data, which through technological protection measures is rendered unintelligible to any person who is not authorised to access it”, thus, according to LIBE, encrypted data shall just be a subcategory of personal data, which shall not lose its personal reference due to encryption.

⁷⁰ See Recital 83 GDPR for more details regarding these measures.

⁷¹ See infra B.II.2.c.c).

⁷² See infra B.II.2.b.).

⁷³ See supra B.1.1.

⁷⁴ Härting (supra Note 18), Recital 291.
natural person and the information on the basis of a corresponding rule remains – pseudonymised data is still qualified as personal data.76 Hence, pseudonymisation is merely a method which can reduce the likelihood of identifiability of individuals, but does not exclude this data from the material scope of the GDPR. It is handled by the Regulation primarily as a data security measure,20 and its use is encouraged in several articles of the GDPR; Article 32 Par. 1 (a) names it an appropriate technical and organisational measures to ensure a level of security appropriate to the risk.

43 Moreover, pseudonymisation shall, like encryption, be one of the “appropriate safeguards” of Article 6 Par. 4 (e) GDPR.77 In addition, in accordance with Article 89 Par. 1 S. 3 GDPR, pseudonymisation is a safeguard to ensure that technical and organisational measures are applied when personal data is being (further) processed for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes or statistical purposes. Finally, pseudonymisation is a technical and organisational measure that shall be implemented by the controller as a way to comply with the principle of data minimisation for the newly introduced provisions for “data protection by design and by default”.78 However, the GDPR does not distinguish between the quality of the possible pseudonymisation measures and its consequences for the controller. Nevertheless, to clearly define the unclear provision and the use of pseudonymisation, associations and other bodies representing categories of controllers or processors may prepare “codes of conduct” according to Article 40 Par. 2 (d).79

c.) Encrypted Data as Pseudonymised Data or Anonymous Data?

44 When encrypting personal data, in accordance with Article 4 No. 5 GDPR, the encryption key is the “additional information” which is “kept separately” and “subject to technical and organisational measures”. Hence safety measures such as a secure key management and the respective encryption method used by the controller have to be used “to ensure that the personal data are not attributed to an identified or identifiable natural person”. Therefore, because of its existing assignment rule encryption is an example of pseudonymisation.80

45 However, it is controversial whether encrypted personal data, and thus pseudonymised data, can be regarded as anonymised81 data. Encrypted personal data should nevertheless undisputedly remain personal data to a person who holds the decryption key.82 The relevant question is whether encrypted data shall also be personal data for a controller or processor who does not have access to the decryption key, for instance a cloud provider. Some academics have argued in this direction;83 far more important, the Art. 29 Data Protection Working Party opines that believing that a pseudonymised dataset is anonymised is a “common mistake”.84 Additionally, the wording of Recital 26 S. 2 GDPR states that “personal data which have undergone pseudonymisation, which could be attributed to a natural person by the use of additional information should be considered to be information on an identifiable natural person”.

46 At first sight, this is a clear statement of the EU legislator that pseudonymised data shall always be personal data. Nevertheless, to resolve this dispute, once again the question is crucial whether an absolute or a relative approach regarding the identifiability of a data subject has to be applied. According to the absolute approach, encrypted data will consequently always be personal data, because somebody, at least the key holder or any other party given sufficient time, economic resources and computing power, will always be able to decrypt the data, since no system of encryption can be completely secure85. According to this logic, encryption is merely a technical and organisational measure to ensure that data is not accessible to unauthorised persons rather than changing the data’s quality. However, with a relative approach the data could be regarded as anonymous for the controller.
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75 Karg (supra Note 17), p. 520 (522); see infra B.II.2.c.).
76 Zuiderveen Borgesius (supra Note 26), p. 256 (267).
77 See supra B.II.1.
78 According to Recital 78 GDPR, personal data should be pseudonymised “as soon as possible”.
79 Marnau (supra Note 29), p. 428 (431).
80 Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, WP 216 (supra Note 5).
81 For an overview of existing anonymization techniques such as randomization or generalization see the Opinion of the Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, WP 216 (supra Note 5), pp. 12 et seq.; International Working Group on Data Protection in Telecommunications (supra Note 63), pp. 13 et seq., which provides guidelines for procedures for robust anonymisation; ENISA 2015 (supra Note 65), pp. 27 et seq.; Lagos, Indiana Law Review 2014-2015, pp. 187 et seq.
d.) Requirements for Encrypted Data in order to be considered as Anonymous Data

47 Consequently, we have to examine which level of encryption is sufficient so that with a relative approach the encrypted personal data can be considered as anonymous data. As mentioned above, only the knowledge and possibilities of the controller to identify the data subject shall be taken into account, therefore, processing encrypted data without affecting the scope of the data protection law might be possible.86

48 In order to concretise whether the means to decrypt the dataset and identify the data subject are reasonably likely to be used, one should take account of objective factors. There are three relevant factors that have to be considered when assessing the level of security of encrypted data against decryption, namely the strength of the encryption algorithm used, the length of the encryption key (the longer the key the safer the encryption will be) and the security of the key management.87 Obviously, the key always has to be stored separately from the encrypted data in a secure way. If not, attackers may easily be able to decrypt the data88 and thus, the personal data would no longer be anonymous. The simplest and most common way of decryption is using exhaustive key search or brute-force attacks which means to try all possible keys and eventually guessing correctly.89 However, if a secure encryption technology is used, this way of decrypting the dataset cannot be considered as very likely for the controller.90

49 Other approaches to get access to the secret key are e.g. legally getting access to a key via a court decision, extracting the key from software or hardware, or by using accidental errors or systematic backdoors implemented in the encryption technique for law enforcement.91 These ways are only considered to be likely for the controller if they do not violate the law or if they can be achieved by the use of computational power which can be reasonably expected. However, if a backdoor is implemented by the government into an encryption technology, the GDPR would be applicable for the controller who knows about this (governmental) possibility of accessing the personal data.

50 Additionally, as outlined above92, the available encryption technology at the time of the processing has to be considered: applying the AG’s opinion on encryption it would not be reasonably likely if it were practically impossible to decrypt the dataset, thus, if a state of the art encryption technology is enabled, in most of the cases, decrypting will be virtually impossible and therefore not likely and only possible with unreasonable efforts.93 However, if according to the AG even the potential possibility of obtaining the decryption key from another person in a lawful way would be sufficient for an identification, the possibilities to avoid the applicability of the GDPR due to anonymisation via encryption would be very restricted.

51 Arguments against this wide interpretation could be sustained by Recital 57 GDPR, which deals with the data subject’s right to access personal data held by the controller, where “the personal data processed by a controller do not permit the controller to identify a natural person”. Then, “the data controller should not be obliged to acquire additional information in order to identify the data subject for the sole purpose of complying with any provision of this Regulation”. This could be a hint against a too wide interpretation of getting access to a key obtained by a third party.

52 Additionally, future technological developments of decryption, e.g. due to more computing power or improved algorithms have to be considered (cf. Recital 26 GDPR), especially regarding the lengths of the secret key. The controller has to assess whether the future development is evidently foreseeable and thus ought to be regarded as a present information.94 According to the Article 29 Data Protection Working Party (regarding the DPD), the controller should
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86 Cfr. Hon/Kosta/Millard/Stefanatou (supra Note 29), p. 10; Borges, in: Borges/Meents (eds.) (supra Note 82), § 6 Recital 33; Henrichs (supra Note 80), 2016, p. 137.
87 Hon/Millard/Walden (supra Note 5), p. 22.
90 Calsor/Sorge, in: Borges/Meents (eds.) (supra Note 82), § 10 Recital 32, who state that using the 128 bits key lengths of AES encryption would make such an attack nearly impossible and thus not likely.
91 Gürses/Prenel, in: van der Sloat/Broeders/Schrijvers (eds.) (supra Note 89), p. 49 (63); the German and French government are currently deliberating on legal obligations
92 Supra B.I.1.c.)
93 Different opinion: Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, WP 216 (supra Note 5), p. 10, according to which the intentions of the data controller or recipient shall not matter, as long as the data are identifiable, data protection rules shall apply; see regarding the effect of different encryption technologies upon the applicability of the GDPR infra B.I.3.
94 Borges, in: Borges/Meents (eds.) (supra Note 82), § 6 Recital 38.
take into account the technological development for the period of time in which the data is meant to be processed, therefore, if the data shall be processed for ten years, he or she has to take the technological possibilities for these ten years into account; if the data can be decrypted in the ninth year, the data shall become personal data from that date on only.\textsuperscript{95}

\textbf{53} Therefore, due to technical developments, encrypted data will only be anonymous for a certain period of time and thus, the level of encryption has to be checked constantly by the controller and not only when the controller processes the data for the first time.\textsuperscript{96} Moreover, if a controller receives an already encrypted dataset, he or she has to obtain further information regarding whether the original dataset has included personal data; if yes, the controller has to regularly check the state-of-the-art of the encryption technique.\textsuperscript{97}

\textbf{54} Thus, if the controller does not have the key to decrypt the data or other means to make it legible, it is in most cases reasonably likely that he or she cannot access the personal information, which consequently has to be regarded as anonymous information. Therefore, according to the GDPR, when using state-of-the-art encryption technique, encrypted personal data can be anonymous data, with the limitation that a potential possibility of obtaining the key, also by a third party and especially due to decryption, always has to be considered, but only if the means used are reasonably likely.

\begin{itemize}
\item[e.)] \textbf{Anonymisation as (Further) Processing of Personal Data}
\end{itemize}

\textbf{55} There is legal uncertainty regarding the lawfulness of the anonymisation process, more precisely whether anonymising personal data means “further processing” of personal data.\textsuperscript{98} The Working Party states in its WP 216 (still regarding the DPD), that “anonymisation constitutes a further processing of personal data; as such, it must satisfy the requirement of compatibility by having regard to the legal grounds and circumstances of the further processing”.\textsuperscript{99}

\textbf{56} Nevertheless, this further processing of personal data is considered to be compatible with the original purposes of the processing but only if the anonymisation process leads to “reliable (...) anonymised information”.\textsuperscript{100} Furthermore, the data controller’s legitimate interest always has to be balanced against the data subject’s rights and fundamental freedoms.\textsuperscript{101} Consequently, according to the Working Party, anonymisation can be compatible with the original purposes of the processing, but it would be a violation of data protection law if personal data was anonymised for purposes that are not compatible with the original purpose and if there were no other legitimate grounds for processing the data, such as the data subject’s consent.\textsuperscript{102}

\textbf{57} The Working Party clarifies this by providing as an example the anonymisation of the contents of traffic data immediately after its collection by mobile operators which performed deep packet inspection technologies. It was lawful in accordance with Article 7 (f) DPD, because of a legal permission stipulated in Article 6 Par. 1 of the e-Privacy Directive for certain traffic data which has to be erased or made anonymous as soon as possible when it is processed and stored by the provider of a public communications network or publicly available electronic communications service.\textsuperscript{103}

\textbf{58} Another example is given by Esayas, according to which the anonymisation of personal data for the purpose of using this data for advertising would constitute a violation of data protection law (unless there are other legitimate grounds for the processing – for instance the data subject’s consent), if the data has originally been collected to provide a certain service for the data subject.\textsuperscript{104}

\textbf{59} Applying the Working Party’s interpretation to the GDPR, the Regulation’s requirements regarding further processing need to be fulfilled when anonymising personal data. Thus, it has to be analysed whether anonymisation is a compatible use according to the GDPR, then no legal basis separate from that which allowed the collection of

\textsuperscript{95} Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, WP 136 (supra Note 5), p. 18.

\textsuperscript{96} Spindler, (supra Note 23), p. 115; Borges, in: Borges/Meents (eds.) (supra Note 82), § 6 Recital 40; different opinion Lundevall-Unger/Tranvik (supra Note 21), p. 53 (71) who call it “a burden [for the controllers] that they probably cannot be expected to bear” and state that it “will not make controllers in a wired world more inclined to comply with the provisions of the [European data protection law]”.

\textsuperscript{97} Borges, in: Borges/Meents (eds.) (supra Note 82), § 6 Recital 41.

\textsuperscript{98} See El Emam/Álvarez, International Data Privacy Law 2015, p. 73 (79); Hon/Kosta/Millard/Stefanatou (supra Note 29), p. 12; Esayas (supra Note 7), pp. 4 et seq.

\textsuperscript{99} Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, WP 216 (supra Note 5), pp. 3, 7.

\textsuperscript{100} Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, WP 216 (supra Note 5), p. 7.


\textsuperscript{103} Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, WP 216 (supra Note 5), p. 8.

\textsuperscript{104} Esayas (supra Note 7), p. 4.
the personal data would be required (Cf. Recital 50 GDPR). Recital 49 GDPR states that:

“(t)he processing of personal data to the extent strictly necessary and proportionate for the purposes of ensuring (...) information security (...) constitutes a legitimate interest of the data controller concerned. This could, for example, include preventing unauthorised access to electronic communications networks and malicious code distribution (...).”

60 According to this, the anonymisation of personal data could be interpreted as necessary for ensuring information security and be, in accordance with Article 6 Par. 1 (f) GDPR, of legitimate interest to a controller. Apart from this, according to Article 5 Par. 1 (b) GDPR a “further processing for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes or statistical purposes shall, in accordance with Article 89 (1), not be considered to be incompatible with the initial purposes”.

61 Furthermore, according to the compatibility test of Article 6 Par. 4 GDPR, account should be taken inter alia of the possible consequences of the intended further processing for data subjects. Since anonymisation, pseudonymisation and encryption are privacy preserving technologies, in most cases applying these tools on the data subject’s personal data will be in their interest.

62 However, regarding a possible re-identification of the personal data, the consequences of anonymising personal data for a data subject could also be serious (e.g. when processing special categories of personal data according to Article 9 GDPR) and thus not in its interest if the anonymous data, which is not affected by the scope of the GDPR, is transferred unrestricted from controller to controller.

63 Even though these concerns have to be taken seriously, the Working Party’s opinion implies a non-existent weakness of the data protection law. Because as long as the data is anonymous, there is no threat to the privacy of the data subjects and as soon as a re-identification of the data is possible the GDPR with all its protective instruments is applicable again. Moreover, the need to justify the process of anonymisation itself could discourage the use of anonymisation and pseudonymisation as privacy-enhancing techniques. However, with the use of Recital 49 GDPR, this dispute could possibly come to an end as soon as the GDPR comes into effect.

3. The Impact of different Encryption Techniques upon the GDPR’s Material Scope

64 Finally, we will give a short overview of significant encryption technologies and examine the effect of these technologies on the applicability of the GDPR by determining inter alia which technical level of encryption has to be achieved to avoid a decryption or de-anonymisation of personal data and thus the applicability of the Regulation.

65 We have to distinguish between encrypted transport of data (e.g. encryption of e-mails or messages of messenger services via end-to-end encryption) and encrypted storing of data (e.g. online backups in a cloud). However, if personal data is encrypted whilst being stored, applications and programs may not be able to handle and further process that encrypted data unless the data is decrypted and thus once again personal data. Processing stored encrypted data (e.g. in the cloud) in a secure and useful way – hence without the need of spending too much time or computer power – might be possible by using Fully Homomorphic Encryption or Secure Multiparty Computation.

66 However, first of all, a distinction is made between symmetric cryptography and asymmetric cryptography techniques.

a.) Symmetric Cryptography – Secret Key Encryption

67 In a symmetric cryptography scenario, the parties use a publicly known encryption algorithm to transform the personal data into ciphertext or to later decrypt the dataset, the encryption is performed by a secret key which both parties have access to. The level of security of the encrypted data depends significantly upon the secure storing, management, and transportation of the key which often cannot be transmitted safely. Thus, a safe key management is
a necessary condition for avoiding the applicability of the GDPR, however, this can hardly be achieved when only using symmetric cryptography, because any holder of the key can easily re-identify the data subjects through decryption of the dataset.113

However, a safe transportation can be achieved when encrypting the symmetric key with an asymmetric encryption technique114 (hybrid cryptosystem). Thus, a decryption in this scenario, when not asymmetrically encrypting the key, will in many cases be reasonably likely and the data protection law would thus be applicable for the controller or processor of the symmetrically encrypted database.

b.) Asymmetric Cryptography – Public Key Encryption

In asymmetric or public-key cryptography, two different keys are used, the first key (the public key) is used by the sender to encrypt the information, the second key is a private and secret key used by the recipient to decrypt the information.115 Therefore, the encryption key can be made public, a common secret is not needed to be agreed on by the parties in advance as the second secret key is only known by the recipient.116

This technique is used mostly for end-to-end encryption. Thus, in an asymmetric encryption scenario the private key has to be kept secret. The risk that a third party could obtain the key consequently arises e.g. if the secret key is stored at a cloud provider which also holds the public key or by man-in-the-middle attacks, if a third party misleads the other parties by pretending to be the respective counterpart. If all necessary security measures are complied with – in the sense of the relative approach – it is not reasonably likely that a man-in-the-middle attack occurs.

However, in light of the AG’s wide approach it may be sufficient that there is a potential possibility of identification by a third party. Thus, if the secret key is held safely by the recipient, a third party, e.g. a cloud provider which stores or transports the encrypted data does not have access to the private key and will, provided that a state-of-the-art key is used, not be able to decrypt the data (with reasonable efforts) and therefore does not fall under the scope of the GDPR. However, the controller always has to monitor the technological development regarding the key used and possible innovative technological ways of decryption.117 Since asymmetric encryption has a significantly lower performance than symmetric encryption, in practice hybrid encryption is mostly used.

c.) Fully Homomorphic Encryption

Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) is an encryption technology that allows the performance of an analysis “in the ciphertext in the same way as in the plaintext without sharing the secret key”.118 Therefore, for the processing of the data, no decryption and thus no knowledge of the private key is needed. Moreover, even the result of the processing is encrypted, which can only be decrypted by the user and not by the cloud provider.119 The cloud provider will never see the data in plaintext. Thus, when processing personal data with the use of FHE, the GDPR is not applicable to the cloud provider which consequently does not process personal data. Unfortunately, due to its still very low performance, FHE is at present still highly inefficient and currently not a practical alternative to the processing of personal data on plaintext.120

d.) Secure Multiparty Computation

Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC)121 allows for secure computation of sensitive data sets, such as tax or health data, without having to trust a centralised entity (such as a trusted third party).122 It refers to a field of cryptography that deals with protocols involving two or more participants who want to mutually compute a useful result without having to

114 See infra B.II.3.b.).
115 Gürses/Preenel, in: van der Sloat/Broeders/Schrijvers (eds.) (supra Note 89), p. 49 (53).
116 Gürses/Preenel, in: van der Sloat/Broeders/Schrijvers (eds.) (supra Note 89), p. 49 (53).
117 See supra B.II.2.d.).
118 ENISA 2015 (supra Note 65), p. 40; FHE was first shown to be possible by Gentry, A fully homomorphic encryption scheme, 2009; another type of homomorphic encryption is Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption (SHE) which has a better performance than FHE but limits the number of operations.
119 Gürses/Preenel, in: van der Sloat/Broeders/Schrijvers (eds.) (supra Note 89), p. 49 (58).
122 Gürses/Preenel, in: van der Sloat/Broeders/Schrijvers (eds.) (supra Note 89), p. 49 (60).
trust each other with their sensitive data. Every party will provide an input value and learn only the result of their own individual value so that nobody is able to access all the information. A data donor distributes the data into shares using secret-sharing and sends one random share of each value to a single server.

When using Sharemind, each party will receive one share of every secret value. The original secret can only be reconstructed by collecting all the shares of a value and adding them up. After the data has been transmitted and stored, the server can perform computations on the shared data; however, the server does not share the information with other servers so that none of them can reconstruct the input values. An increase of servers reduces the risk of collisions. After finishing the computation, the results of the servers are transmitted and published to the client of the computation. The servers send the share of the results to the client who reconstructs the real result.

Thus, Sharemind requires three steps: the donors have to be informed whose data shall be provided; the data has to be divided; and then stored on the different servers. If it is necessary for one data donor to specify whose information the other donor has to provide, this has to be considered as processing of personal data. It would then be inevitable to identify the data subjects whose information is needed for the purposes of computation. Alternatively, to reduce the amount of personal data shared, all data can be loaded to Sharemind and securely joined using ciphertexts.

As outlined above, before the data is stored on the different servers, it has to be divided into the shares. This process must be carried out in plaintext using personal data. Although Article 4 No. 2 GDPR mentions the “alteration” of data as processing, the division of data does not entangle the application of the GDPR as “alteration” refers to the alteration of content, not of its appearance. The secret-sharing of personal data by dividing it thus does not fall under the GDPR’s scope. Once the data has been divided, it will be stored on the different servers. Applying an absolute approach on the identifiability of data subjects, these data chunks would have to be considered as personal data and this kind of processing would be processing of personal data – however, with the approach opined in this article, the data chunks are not considered to be personal data since it is highly unlikely for a party to receive the other shares.

SMC is advantageous due to the fact that simply random fragments of personal data are used. The original data can only be restored (and thus turned into personal data) if all fragments are put together. Hence, it is crucial to determine whether the GDPR is applicable to the computation over data fragments. Without the other parts, the file cannot be read in any way. One fragment itself does not contain information regarding a person and thus cannot be regarded as personal data. Only if all fragments of the data were gathered and put together, the Regulation would be applicable. Theoretically, all server providers may collude and reengineer the personal data. However, this is highly unlikely since the providers of the server themselves have a high interest in ensuring safety and confidentiality of the SMC and may be legally bound by contract. This unreasonable chance of collusion leads to ruling out the applicability of the GDPR.

In contrast to SMC, when using FHE the parties do not need to be available online and the result is always encrypted. However, FHE and SMC are special cases that still are not widespread, thus, when processing encrypted data without using these or similar technologies on some point it will always be necessary to decrypt the information with the consequence that in this moment the GDPR will be applicable to the controller again.

C. Conclusion

Encrypting personal data can lead to the non-applicability of the GDPR and might thus be an important privacy preserving technology for controllers – however, since the provisions of the GDPR regarding its material scope also include several elements which can be interpreted in an absolute point of view and since the Advocate General of the ECJ has widened the scope in his opinion a lot, there is still legal uncertainty regarding the applicability of the GDPR for encrypted data. Therefore, controllers
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125 See <https://sharemind.cyber.ee/>.
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132 Hoppen, Computer und Recht 2015, p. 802 (804).
have to analyse each encrypted dataset on its own and determine whether a decryption might be reasonably likely, also taking continuously into account the use of future decryption technologies and the security of the key management. We hope that the ECJ does not follow this nearly absolute interpretation of the identifiability of natural persons since it would tremendously harm future incentives of controllers to implement privacy preserving technologies.

Additionally, encryption serves as a technical and organisational measure to ensure the security of processing in several parts of the Regulation. Controllers have to consider that the process of encryption as well as anonymisation might constitute a further processing of personal data.

Using state-of-the-art asymmetric encryption technologies especially for transporting personal data is a method which will in most of the scenarios be unlikely to be decrypted and can according to our interpretation prevent the applicability of the GDPR. Storing encrypted data in a cloud can also be done in a secure way without falling within the material scope of the GDPR. Although existing technologies such as FHE and SMC can exclude the applicability of the GDPR for the processing of encrypted data, processing encrypted data in most cases still has to be undertaken in plaintext by decrypting the data and thus by the use of personal data.
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